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  O.Henry and the Gift of Magi 
 

 William Sydney Porter known by his pen name O. 

Henry, was an American writer. 

 O. Henry's short stories are known for their wit, 

wordplay, warm characterization and clever twist 

endings. 

 The Gift of Magi is about a young married couple and 

how they deal with the challenge of buying secret 

Christmas gifts for each other with very little money. 

 As a sentimental story with a moral lesson about gift-

giving, it has been a popular one for adaptation, 

especially for presentation at Christmas time. 

 The plot and its "twist ending" are well-known, and the 

ending is generally considered an example of situational 

irony. 

 It was allegedly written at Pete's Tavern on Irving 

Place in New York City. 

 
 



         Main characters in the story 

 Madame Sofronie - owner of a hair shop which sells "hair 

goods of all kinds”  

 Della - Della is the loving, warm, selfless, and occasionally 

hysterical heroine of the story. 

 Jim - he's the only breadwinner for the Dillingham Young 

family. 
 
 



       Theme of the story 

 The three great themes in the story are - poverty, generosity, and 

most important of all – love. 

 The title is an allusion to the gift of the three wise men to Jesus when 

he was born, the author clearly shows the value of personal affection 

and the true meaning of giving gifts. 

 The main idea is that the best gift is that which is most sincere and 

comes from the bottom of the heart instead of an extravagant, lavish 

possession that would bring nothing to the warmth of the human 

relationship.  

 The author's idea is especially emphasized when both of the main 

characters discover that what they had received would not be of any 

use to them. 

 In this way, the gifts that the two loving spouses give each other 

become symbols of the passionate love that they feel for each other 

and that will never be extinguished by their poverty. 



     The Plot 

 Mr. James Dillingham Young ("Jim") and his wife, Della, are a 

couple living in a modest flat. 

 They each have one possession in which they take pride: Della's 

beautiful long, flowing hair and Jim's gold watch, which had 

belonged to his father and grandfather.  

 On Christmas eve, with only $1.87 in hand, and desperate to find 

a gift for Jim, Della sells her hair for $20, and eventually finds a 

platinum fob chain for Jim's watch for $21. Happy to have found 

the perfect gift at last, she runs home and begins to prepare 

dinner.  

 When Jim comes home, he looks at Della with a strange 

expression. Della then admits to Jim that she sold her hair to buy 

him his present.  

 Jim gives Della her present — an array of expensive combs for 

her hair (referred to as “The Combs”).  

 



Continued..  

 Della then shows Jim the chain she bought for him, to which Jim 

says he sold his watch to get the money to buy her combs.  

 Although Jim and Della are now left with gifts that neither one can 

use, they realize how far they are willing to go to show their love for 

each other.  

 The story ends with the narrator comparing the pair's mutually 

sacrificial gifts of love with those of the Biblical Magi:  
 

 The magi, as you know, were wise men – wonderfully wise men – who brought gifts to the new-born 

King  of the Jews in the manger. They invented the art of giving Christmas presents. Being wise, 

their gifts were no doubt wise ones, possibly bearing the privilege of exchange in case of duplication. 

And here I have lamely related to you the uneventful chronicle of two foolish children in a flat who 

most unwisely sacrificed for each other the greatest treasures of their house. But in a last word to the 

wise of these days let it be said that of all who give gifts these two were the wisest. Of all who give 

and receive gifts, such as they are wisest. Everywhere they are wisest. They are the Magi. 



  Adaptations 

 Raincoat (2004), a Hindi film directed by Rituparno Ghosh. 

 The Sacrifice (1909)  

 Love's Surprises Are Futile (1916)  

 The Gift of the Magi (1917)  

 Dary magów (Poland, 1972)  

 Part of O. Henry's Full House (1952) 

 The Gift of Love (1978)  

 The Gift of the Magi (1958) 

 Christmas Eve on Sesame Street (1978)  

 Mickey's Once Upon A Christmas gift (1999) 

 The Gift of the Magi (2004)  

 The Squirrel Nut Zippers song "Gift of the Magi" from their 1998 album Christmas Caravan is 

a duet sung from the point of view of both Jim and Della. 

 In the late sixties, Joni Mitchell adapted the story into a song, also entitled "Gift of the Magi.” 

 Emmet Otter's Jug-band Christmas (1971), a children's storybook by Russell Hoban later 

adapted into a television special by Jim Henson, also contains similar plot themes. 

 



 

THANK YOU… 


